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FIRST INFORMATION REPORT
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1. Dist,
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OtherActs & Sections

:EntryNo.
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(a)Address
(b) ln case outside Iimit of this Police Station, then the name of p.S.
6.

ComplainUlnformant:
(a)Name
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(b)Father's / HrJsbartd's Name
(c) Date/Yearof Birth
(d)Nationality
(e)Address
7. Details of Know/Suspected / Unknown /Accused with

,*/ann/n'

(Attach separate sheet, if necessary)
8. Reasons for delay in reporting by complaint / informant

9.

10. TotalvalueofPropertiesstolen/lnvolved:.........
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13. Action taken : Since the abovdr6port reveats commission of offence(

registered the case and togkrrplhgjnye$lg?lEr / directed
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admitted to be mrrefrry recorded and a copy given to the complaint / lnformant free of cost.

Signature
Signature/ Tir*rrqsbjrnpressisn-otthe ComplainanV lnform
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Stote €loctricity Distribution Compony Limited
(A Government of West Bengal Enterprise)

wtEiltt
The lnspector in
Bankura P.S,
Dist -Bankura
Sub:-

Dear Sir,

lS;.iSupriya Bhattacharjee,S/O- Shyamapada Bhattacharjee S.A.E & S.M Schooldanga CCC,WBSEDCL,
P.S+Dist - Bankura, being empowered by the Electricity Act 2003 amended in 2OO7 do here by lodge
complain against accused Radhi Hansda.W/O-Late Lakshman Hansda of DHANSIMUL,P.o
Mankanali,Dist+P.S- Bankura.

information that the accused person Radhi Hangda,W/Q-Latg Lakshman Hansda was
consuming electricity by direct hooking from nearby L.T.O.H. line. We have received information that
the aforesaid accused person was consuming electricity in an unauthorized way by direct hooking from
I have received an

nearby L.T.O.H. line.
On getting this information on 28lLZl2OL7 between L2.35 hrs

to L3.00 hrs, t, along with Sri Dilip kumar
Kundu,s/o- Late Shudir Chandra Kundu ,A.C.M of Schooldanga CCC ,Sri Suniti Khanda,S/o-Bimal khanda
O.E of Schooldanga CCC & Sri Debnath Chowdhury, s/o- Biswanath Chowdhury, O.E. of Schooldanga
CCC inspected

the Domestic Premises,of Radhi Hansda.

It was detected that the accused person has used a hooking cable for direct hooking purpose from
nearby LTOH line and to commit the theft of Electricity.
I prepared

the inspection report on the spot and the consumption of load was detected as 0. j.KW.

Under my direction the hooking cable was removed.

It is well evident that the accused person has committed an offence u/s 135 (f) (a) at the Electricity Act
2003 amended in 2007.
As such, kindly

treat this as an F.l.R.
Yours faithfully
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3. Produce seized articles
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